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CHANGE OF NAME

Sabah Hospital

24812000

Amiri Hospital

22450005

Maternity Hospital

24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital

25312700

Chest Hospital

24849400

Farwaniya Hospital

24892010

Adan Hospital

23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital

24840300

Al-Razi Hospital

24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital

24874330/9

Kaizen center

25716707

Rawda

22517733

Adaliya

22517144

Khaldiya

24848075

Kaifan

24849807

Shamiya

24848913

Shuwaikh

24814507

Abdullah Salem

22549134

Nuzha

22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh

24814764

Qadsiya

22515088

Dasmah

22532265

Bneid Al-Gar

22531908

Shaab

22518752

Qibla

22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla

22451082

Mirqab

22456536

Sharq

22465401

Salmiya

25746401

We, Mr. Anthony John Thomas, & Mrs. Lavina Anthony
Thomas have changed my minor son’s name from Joel
Thomas to Joel Anthony Thomas, Indian Passport T8211875, Kuwait Civil ID Number – 308110100521, for
all future purposes. (C 6220) 17-2-2021

Airlines

Kuwait Airways
Jazeera Airways
Turkish Airlines
FlyDubai
Qatar Airways
KLM
Royal Jordanian
22418064/5/6
British Airways
Air France
Emirates
Air India
Air India EXPRESS
Sri Lanka Airlines
Egypt Air
Swiss Air
Saudia
Middle East Airlines
Lufthansa
PIA
Bangladesh Airlines
Oman Air
Turkish Airlines

171
177
1884918
22414400
22423888
22425747

22425635
22430224
22921555
22456700
22438185/4
22424444
22421578
22421516
22426306
22423073
22422493
22421044
22452977/8
22958787
22453820/1

112

Join the Dots

Word Search

STAR TRACK
Aries (March 21-April 19)
A romantic evening at home with your partner
could bring you two closer together, Aries. Your emotions
are intense right now, however, so you need to use your
intuition to judge exactly how much of your feelings you
should reveal. An intellectual passion could also come your
way. You might discover a new field of interest, and you will
want to study it at home for hours.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Information received from far away could
compel you to learn more about the subject, Taurus. You
might be inspired to use your new knowledge in a project
that includes a partner. Your mind is insightful now. If you
face decisions, this is definitely the day to follow your heart.
Don't be surprised if you also find your telepathic abilities
expanded.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Money matters may be advanced through
using your intuition and inner power today, Gemini. You
might have a hunch that your idea for making extra money
might just work. Look into it at least. Don't let anyone talk
you out of it until you know the facts. You might also rediscover a long-neglected talent that you find useful now.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
A surge of inner power could make you feel
like you can move mountains, Cancer. If you've been contemplating actions that others believe impossible, this is the
day to get them going. Career matters, romance, and creative projects could all be advanced today by careful effort
on your part. Give it some thought, write down your ideas,
consider all contingencies, and move ahead.

Leo (July 23-August 22)
Memories from your distant past could resurface today, Leo. You may wonder why you're suddenly thinking about them, but they probably represent a release of old
emotional hang-ups that have been holding you back. By
midafternoon you should feel more focused, determined,
and ready to take on anything. This is definitely a great day
to start a new project or complete an old one.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Today represents a new beginning in many
ways. An old friend could reappear in your life and bring up
memories that are both pleasant and disconcerting, Virgo.
Don't worry too much about this. It probably represents a
needed release. You may also get involved with a group that
has goals you embrace. New friends could also come your
way. Expect a few surprises from all sides today.

Libra (September 23-October 22)
Emotions could be running high, Libra.
Someone in your entourage may have a problem with an
authority figure and political issues could come up. You're
likely to feel especially powerful now, and so you might be
tempted to throw your hat in the ring. It's better to stay out
of anything political and channel that power and passion
into your own project. That's likelier to bring positive results.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
Heightened mental powers might make you
spend a lot of time reading or doing research of some
kind, Scorpio. Your curiosity is especially sharp right
now. You might even consider advancing your education somehow, especially since new interests have been
popping up for some time. New friends in fascinating
fields might also have started you thinking. This is a
good time to look into this.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Sagittarius, your intuition might increase today to
the point where you feel like you could deduce
the thoughts and motives of people you've never met before.
Reading the news might bring you sudden insights as to how
things are going to turn out. You could decide to put this ability
to work to advance your financial condition. Do this if you can within reason. Your insights are probably correct.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
You should be feeling especially passionate now,
Capricorn, especially regarding partnerships. Romantic partnerships definitely call for an evening alone together.
Professional and creative ones, on the other hand, call for a
new project that you both believe in. Look to events in distant states or foreign countries for inspiration. Something
begun far away from home could capture your imagination.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)
If you haven't been feeling like yourself
lately, Aquarius, a surge of inner power could push
you over the top and make you feel strong and
healthy again. You could decide to complete all your
unfinished tasks today. You could get most of them
done by day's end. Don't forget to take time out to
enjoy yourself. You want to make the most of your
newfound strength.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)
A surge of passion could dominate your day
unless you find an outlet for it, Pisces. Romantic passion is
high, so an intimate evening with a lover is a good idea.
Creative passion is strong. You could have a sudden inspiration, perhaps influenced by a distant place. Don't be afraid
to take time from your mundane chores to pursue this
inspiration. Creativity is as important as anything else.

